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Food For Life Midrand Half Yearly Newsletter
Message From the Chairman
Welcome to the very first edition of the Food For Life Midrand half-yearly
Newsletter! 
In this edition we will talk about the progress we’ve made since the beginning of
2018. 
Our very successful Nelson Mandela Month feeds in July and progress on our
kitchen. We will also highlight the tremendous contribution of our sponsors and
volunteers, who really provide the magic in making a success of everything we
do now and into the future. 
I would really appreciate your thoughts and feedback on this first edition of the
Newsletter and suggestions on the content you would like to see. 
Join as we strive to make Midrand a Hunger Free Zone! 
 
Vinesh Maharaj 
midrand@fflsa.org

1. Highlights of feeding statistics from Jan to July 2018 compared to YTD 2017 
2. Nelson Mandela Month - July
3. Kitchen build update and Sponsor/Volunteer Appreciation
4. Volunteer feedback – Nelson Mandela Day
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A recording breaking
2018 thus far!

We are proud to announce that
we have distributed 24,300
plates of hot, delicious and
nutritious meals year to date until
end July 2018. 
That’s an amazing year on year
increase of 121% from 10,950 meals
delivered as at end July 2017. 
 
Regionally in Gauteng, FFLM is
placed third behind Joburg South.
Although helping the poor and
destitute is no competition, we have
ambitious plans to be the largest
feeding scheme in Africa! 
Our focus is the 1,500 meals,
monthly feeds at Thuthukani Centre,
Tumelo Homes, New Jerusalem
Children’s Home and Ivory Park
street feed. We continue to serve on
average at least 600 plates on a
Friday to school children via
Elizabeth’s Next, Mpumelelo Soup
Kitchen and the Sai Organisation.
We have plans to commence a
school feeding programme later in
the year – details to be shared.
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Update on the Kitchen
Build
The progress on the kitchen for this
year was slow as a result of funding.
However, we managed to complete
the walls and plaster the walls inside

and out. 
We received some funding and we
held a team building session with

Bidvest Buffalo Tapes. It was a great
success and has further enhanced

our relationship with the Bidvest
Group. We are now looking to

complete the windows and doors.
We are also looking for tiles for the
floor and walls, plumbing, electrics,
ceilings etc. The donor wall is now

ready, and we are busy planning the
tree of appreciation. 

The kitchen is a long way from
complete and we are looking for all
the help we can get. Please contact

me if you wish or know of any
corporates willing to contribute. 

FFLM is a registered NGO and PBO
enabling full claims under Section

18(A) tax deductions and a Level 1
B-BBEE contributor.

Our Plans for 2018
Our plans for 2018 are to continue
and grow our weekly and monthly
feeds, whilst focusing on making
progress and completing
construction of our kitchen in
Carlswald. This will provide us with
the necessary capacity to extend the

Nelson Mandela
Month
We had an extraordinary Nelson
Mandela Month in which 5,700
meals were served, up a
whooping 138% from the year
before! 
On 18th July, Mandela Day, 1,500
plates of breyani and 500
sandwiches were served at 3
locations i.e. to Senior Citizens and
children at the Midrand SAPS,
school children at a church site and
the local community at the newly
established Ivory Park feeding site.
 A further 400 food parcels
consisting of sandwiches, fruit and a
drink, were distributed on behalf of
Reddam Preparatory School in
Waterfall, on the 26th July. These
meals were prepared by the grade
10s! At month end 2700 meals were
distributed at our usual month end
sites, with a special request to
participate in the feeding of 650
meals a day on the 28th and 29th

July for the International Marimba
and Steelpan Festival. This was a
unique social cohesion project at
work with over 2000 youth who
participated this year and we were
proud to be part of it! Please find the
following link to the Festival website
to learn
more:  www.internationalmarimbafes
tival.org

Sponsor and Volunteer
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programme to include daily feeds
with special focus on school-going
children. 
Look out for notices of our monthly
and special feeds in the coming
months. 
Please share this newsletter with
your network of family, friends and
colleagues to increase our coverage
and base. 
As we are a 100% volunteer driven
organization, we welcome any
contribution in the form of skills and
talent. 
We look forward to meeting and
engaging with each one of you!

Electronic and Cash deposits can be
paid to: 
  
Bank: Nedbank 
Account Name: Food For Life -
Midrand 
Account Number: 1066084521 
Branch: Carlswald 
Branch Code: use universal code
198 765(00) 
Reference: Your Email Address or
cell phone number 
 

Volunteer Feedback: Nelson
Mandela Day

Appreciation
We would never be able to achieve
what we have so far and what we

plan to achieve in the future without
the unwavering commitment and

support of our dedicated sponsors
and volunteers. Each and every one

of you are extremely valued and
special to us, and to our grateful

beneficiary’s base, many of whom
many be unable to express their
gratitude to you in words – but
through their smiles, touch and

hearts. 
A special thank you to Shiraz Vajeth
and his team from Aida Midrand

for your financial and physical
contributions – we can only grow

from strength to strength with your
dedicated commitment in 2018 and

beyond! A kind thank you to
Paramount Industrial Holdings for

donating 500 sandwiches for
Mandela Day. Our appreciation also
goes out to Meriska Mahabeer and

her fellow learners at Reddam
Preparatory School in Waterfall for

their kind support!
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Food For Life Midrand 
135 Norfolk Road Carlswald 

Midrand Gauteng 1862 
South Africa 
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